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SHIBA RESURRECTION
$RESURRECT
is a community focused, Binance Smart Chain (BEP20)
based token with amazing tokenomics and a great
marketing plan, including Dextools trending and CMC
fast track.

7% of every transaction will be redistributed to
our holders. The rewards will be distributed in
BNB, so there is no need to sell RESURRECTION
tokens to make profit. This is one of many steps in
making our network as stable as possible.

INTRODUCTION
SHIBA RESURRECTION
$RESURRECT
is a Hyper-Deflationary token.
Tokenomics include already mentioned 7% BNB
redistribution to holders. We also include buyback
and true burn feature to help the price push UP.
This token rewards its investors for holding.
Mind bending...we know...

Why SHIBA RESURRECTION?
• 7% BNB redistribution from every transaction to
provide faithful holders with passive income
• Buyback and burn for instant and stabile price
boost
• NFTs and our own Game as part of the Metaverse
• Big marketing plans, CoinMarketCap fast-track,
paid DexTools trending and much more...
• Great and unique community led by experienced
and active team

ROADMAP
PHASE 1 → token deploy, liquidity pool lock, website
launch, Etherscan info, community building, step one
marketing on social netwoks (incl. Telegram, Discord,
Twitter, etc.)
PHASE 2 → Movie premiere, NFT collection, 10000
telegram members
PHASE 3 → CoinMarketCap fast-track, DexTools trending,
CoinGecko listing, 1st CEX listing, marketing fund, key
marketing partnerships
PHASE 4 → metaverse game development, 2nd 3rd and 4th
CEX listings, big influencers marketing
PHASE 5 → whatever you wish...

Let me tell you why you’re here…
You’re here because you know something.
What you know, you can’t explain.
But you feel it.
You take the blue pill, the story ends, you
wake up in your bed and believe whatever you
want to believe.
You take the red pill, you stay in Wonderland,
and I show you how deep the rabbit hole goes...

TIME TO FLY
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